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Humanity notched both of those milestones centuries ago, and
scientists are now going great guns in the search for alien life.
Well, "going great guns" is a bit of an overstatement. But we've made
...
The search for alien life
Manchester United boss Ole Gunnar Solskjaer must decide who will be
the club's No. 1 goalkeeper going into the new season with David de
Gea and Dean Henderson vying for top spot ...
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David de Gea's Man Utd U-turn after keeper left "distraught" over Dean
Henderson decision
Jurgen Klopp’s Liverpool, Chelsea and Manchester City all have been
made aware of the situation of Antoine Griezmann. What’s the ...
Report: Liverpool made aware 2018 World Cup winner available for
transfer now
Villarreal continue to lead the race to secure the signature of indemand Bournemouth attacker Arnaut Danjuma this summer, according to
The Sun. It has already been reported that Villarreal are ...
European outfit ahead of Southampton and West Ham in chase to sign
£35m-rated EFL star
Begovic spent the first half of 2020 on loan at AC Milan he’d ply his
trade on loan at AC Milan having previously spent a year with
Azerbaijan ... the Guinness World Records book after the ...
Guinness World Records, angry voicemails from Pulis: What happened to
the Stoke City side that made the Europa League knockouts?
There is no chance the Euros will remain in its current format for any
longer than it has stayed in any of its previous incarnations ...
From four teams in 1960, to eight in 1980, to 16 in 1996, to 24 in
2016…what next for the European Championship?
Barcelona star Antoine Griezmann is being eyed by Manchester United
amid uncertainty over his Nou Camp future, according to reports. The
Catalan giants are eager to get the France international off ...
Barcelona star Antoine Griezmann ‘to be approached by Man Utd if
conditions are right’
The Group D clash represents a pivotal one for both sides, with the
Three Lions aiming to book their spot in the ... just inside his own
half, the 25-year-old spotted David Marshall off his ...
5 things you need to know before England vs Scotland, Sweden vs
Slovakia & Croatia vs Czech Republic
Arsenal and Tottenham Hotspur are monitoring the future of Real Madrid
midfielder Isco. Transfer Talk has the latest.
LIVE Transfer Talk: Arsenal, Tottenham eye Real Madrid's Isco
All the latest rumours, confirmed targets and done deals from Scotland
and beyond as clubs make their moves. The hard work is well underway
up and down the country with the Scottish Premiership season ...
Transfer news RECAP: Look back over all of Friday's rumours and done
deals
For all of the millions Manchester United have spent since the
retirement of Sir Alex Ferguson, their relative lack of investment in
their defence until recently has been nothing short of alarming.
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Raphael Varane to Man Utd: Ranking the biggest defensive signings
since Sir Alex Ferguson retired
The State of Muskogee, 1799–1803 William Bowles, a bored 16-year-old
from Maryland ... the heir apparent had to enter the world
specifically on Dutch land. So the Canadian government agreed ...
How 10 countries began under bizarre circumstances, then disappeared
Unlike the myriad of new exoplanets we’re identifying every year ...
make two flybys of Europa during its time in the Jovian system. But
the marquee mission on the books is Europa Clipper ...
The best places to find extraterrestrial life in our solar system,
ranked
The highly anticipated Europa League final ... Baku has a museum for
miniature books The Baku Museum of Miniature Books is the only one of
it’s kind in the world. The museum (which is actually ...
Seven astounding facts about the city of Baku
Here, the PA news agency looks at the key questions surrounding the
best Formula One title tussle in recent memory. Yes. The Mercedes
driver ended a five-race losing streak with a superb, albeit ...
The key questions in the pulsating battle for F1 supremacy
The Euros and Copa America just ended, but soccer's attention is
already fully on the summer transfer window. Who's impressed in the
market so far?
PSG, Man United, Leipzig having the best transfer windows so far. Who
else makes up the top 10?
Earlier this year, the world of football was rocked by the news that
some of Europe's top teams were planning to shun the Champions League
and Europa League in favour of a closed-shop format.
Italian media say England were given penalty to repay favour to Boris
Red Devils looking to land Real defender Manchester United are close
to agreeing personal terms with Raphael Varane, reports the Manchester
Evening News. The France international defender is currently ...
Transfer news and rumours LIVE: Man Utd close to agreeing terms with
Varane
Moving onto this evening’s showdown between the Netherlands and
Austria, it is worth taking note of an individual battle with ties to
two of world football ... The 21-year-old is an impressive ...
Euro Daily: Eriksen latest, Clasico showdown, Serie A intrigue,
Netherlands favourites & Lukaku going for Golden Boot
David de Gea was less than pleased at Manchester United last season
while the club turned down a move for Dean Henderson this summer.It
comes as the two keepers battle it out for the main spot at Old ...
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Globally renowned for its accuracy, consistency and reliability, the
Europa World Year Book 2020 is your source for detailed country
surveys containing the latest analytical, statistical and directory
information for over 250 countries and territories. For ninety years
since its first publication, the Europa World Year Book has been the
premier source of contemporary political and socio-economic analysis
for library reference shelves, offering timely information with a
global reach. The Europa World Year Book 2020 is also available online
as an authoritative and regularly-updated digital resource. For more
information, please visit: www.europaworld.com.
Globally renowned for its accuracy, consistency and reliability, the
Europa World Year Book 2018 is your source for detailed country
surveys containing the latest analytical, statistical and directory
information for over 250 countries and territories. For ninety years
since its first publication, the Europa World Year Book has been the
premier source of contemporary political and socio-economic analysis
for library reference shelves, offering timely information with a
global reach. The Europa World Year Book 2018 is also available online
as an authoritative and regularly-updated digital resource. For more
information, please visit: www.europaworld.com.
First published in 2003. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis,
an informa company.
Globally renowned for its accuracy, consistency and reliability, the
Europa World Year Book 2016 is your source for detailed country
surveys containing the latest analytical, statistical and directory
information for over 250 countries and territories. For ninety years
since its first publication, the Europa World Year Book has been the
premier source of contemporary political and socio-economic analysis
for library reference shelves, offering timely information with a
global reach. The Europa World Year Book 2016 is also available online
as an authoritative and regularly-updated digital resource. For more
information, please visit: www.europaworld.com.
Globally renowned for its accuracy, consistency and reliability, the
Europa World Year Book provides detailed country surveys containing
the latest analytical, statistical and directory information available
for over 250 countries and territories.
First published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis,
an informa company.

Now in its 72nd edition, The Europa World of Learning is one of the
world's leading reference works. Updated to the highest editorial
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standards, entries are sourced directly from the organizations to
ensure accurate and reliable information. The accreditation status of
every university and college is verified before its entry is approved.
Every type of academic institution is covered, including over: 7,800
universities and colleges 5,800 research institutes 3,400 museums and
art galleries 5,000 learned societies 3,600 libraries and archives 850
regulatory and representative bodies Separate chapters for countries
from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe each feature an introductory survey of
the country's higher education system. A separate section covers
international organizations concerned with higher education and
scholarship. Subscribers may download these online at
www.worldoflearning.com alongside an archive of essays from past
editions.

Now in its 70th edition, The Europa World of Learningis one of the
world's leading reference works. Updated to the highest editorial
standards, entries are sourced directly from the organizations to
ensure accurate and reliable information. The accreditation status of
every university and college is verified before its entry is approved.
Every type of academic institution is covered, including over: 7,800
universities and colleges 5,800 research institutes 3,400 museums and
art galleries 5,000 learned societies 3,600 libraries and archives 850
regulatory and representative bodies Separate chapters for countries
from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe each feature an introductory survey of
the country's higher education system. A separate section covers
international organizations concerned with higher education and
scholarship. Subscribers may download these online at
www.worldoflearning.com alongside an archive of essays from past
editions. higher education system. A separate section covers
international organizations concerned with higher education and
scholarship. Subscribers may download these online at
www.worldoflearning.com alongside an archive of essays from past
editions.
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